Introduction
Word recognition is the Petri dish of the cognitive sciences. The processes hypothesized to govern naming, identifying and evaluating words have shaped this field since its origin in the 1970s. Techniques to measure lexical processing are not just the back-bone of the typical experimental psychology laboratory, but are now routinely used by cognitive neuroscientists to study brain processing and increasingly by social and clinical psychologists (Eder, Hommel, and De Houwer 2007) . Models developed to explain lexical processing have also aspired to be statements about the nature of human cognition (e.g., connectionist models, Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, and Patterson 1996) . Words were convenient objects to study for cognitive psychologists because they are welldefined and their nature as alphabetic strings was a good fit to analysis with the computer programming languages of the 1970s and 1980s which excelled at string manipulation.
But are words actually the privileged unit of mental representation and processing that all of this scientific attention makes them out to be? Like a growing number of other language researchers, our answer is no (see, e.g., (Bybee and Hopper 2001; Wray 2002) . We propose that the mental representations for lexical structures form a continuum, from word combinations which have fossilized into single units (nightclub) to those that both exist as independent units and yet have bonds, varying in tightness, with the words with which they frequently co-occur (Harris 1998).
The first line of support for this view is the simple observation that fluent speakers easily recognize the familiarity and cohesive quality of word combinations in their language. Examples in English include common noun compounds (last year, brand new), verb phrases (cut down, get a hold of, faced with) and other multi-word expressions such as common sayings and references to cultural concepts (saved by the bell, speed of light ; Jackendoff 1995) . These frequently co-occurring word sequences, referred to as collocations or multi-word sequences, have only recently been studied by psycholinguists, but several recentpublications have argued that language processing and human cognition need to be expanded (if not altered) to accommodate speakers' wide-ranging knowledge of common word combinations (e.g., Arnon and Snider 2010; Bannard and Matthews 2008) .
Speakers' demonstrable facility with multiword expressions may be uncomfortable for many linguists and psycholinguists because of these fields' historical allegiance to parsimony in representation, as exemplified by the words and rules approach to language (Pinker 1999) . This approach proposes that the building blocks of language are a set of basic units (words) and rules for combining them into larger structures.
Like the older proposal of "large words" as the way to explain idioms (Swinney and Cutler 1979) , the words-and-rules approach specifies that non-compositional expressions are stored as unanalyzed wholes in the lexicon, while all compositional expressions, even highly frequent ones, are produced by combining words.
It seems that a shift in how these phenomena are discussed has occurred over the last decade. Historically, idioms were regarded as the main problematic entity for dictionary-style models of the mental lexicon. Some theorists noted that treating idioms as unanalyzed wholes or "large words" conflicted with the compositional pieces of idioms and their partial grammatical productivity (Gibbs and Nayak 1989) . Recently, a greater concern is the question of the mental representation and processing of frequent multi-word-expressions. Idioms and noncompositionality are thus viewed as just one aspect of the larger phenomenon of multi-word-utterances.
Proposals for how to represent multi-word expressions
Intuitively, we can note that when an expression represents the kind of content that speakers want to say repeatedly and often, it becomes entrenched and gains some kind of unitized storage. Continuing to speak informally, unitization (of some type) and repeated use means that additional semantic connotations may attach themselves to the utterance. With historical changes in grammar and lexicon that can be successfully resisted by this high frequency unit, noncompositionality emerges.
Two broad categories of models are available to theorists who want to address the representational questions posed by multiword expressions that vary in frequency, as discussed by Arnon and Snider 2010; see also Snider and Arnon, this volume) .
Frequency threshold approach: Phrases of sufficient frequency have independent representation as a way of making processing more efficient. Open questions are what counts as sufficient frequency or whether other factors play a role in establishing a multiword structure as a linked or unitized structure.
Continuous approach: Every instance of usage affects processing and representation. The continuous approach is an implication of adopting an emergentist or dynamical systems framework (Ellis and Larson-Freeman 2006, 2009; Elman 1995; MacWhinney 1999) . It also assumes the usage-based approach to language developed by linguists working in cognitive grammar (Langacker 1987) and functionalist grammar (Beckner & Bybee 2009; Bybee and Hopper 2001) . According to the usage-based hypothesis, each use of an expression influences its entrenchment and future processing (Tomasello 2003) . The difference between more and less frequent is thus one of degree, rather than specifying whether the sequence is stored vs. computed.
Studying language processing as if frequency mattered
It has become common to assert that frequency effects on behavior are pervasive and appear in every aspect of language processing (Arppe, Gilquin, Glynn, Hilpert, and Zeschel 2010) . Still, considerable knowledge gaps exist, along with theoretical disagreements about the extent of frequency effects and how to account for them. Frequency effects are studied by corpus linguists, psycholinguists, and computational modelers. Frequency variation across utterances is of course very salient to corpus linguists. A pressing concern for these researchers has been to link this variation to other types of data, such as determining whether the most frequent use of a polysemous word or grammatical sequence is also the prototype (Gilquin and Gries 2009). Arppe et al. (2010) have argued for the need to use convergent methods, combining corpus analysis with various types of elicited data, including behavioral experiments, noting that there is "little or no understanding of how results from these different types of data inform one another" (p. 7). A second challenge identified by Arppe et al. (2010) is to establish conventions for interpreting corpus findings as cues to psychological entrenchment. This point is echoed by Gilquin and Gries' (2009) review of studies that use both corpora and experiments. While researchers typically hope for convergence, divergent outcome using different methods doesn't necessarily invalidate either finding, because specific measures are sensitive to specific linguistic activities (reading, speaking, comparing, judging etc., see Divjak 2008) .
Psycholinguists are interested in both theoretical issues such as testing the "words and rules" and usage-based models, as well as applied topics concerning frequency. A recent example is how native vs. non-native speakers vary in their histories of usage patterns. Non-native speakers may have too little experience to have built up language routines and multiword expressions and may thus rely on translating from their first language, with consequent errors and lack of nativelike output.
Computational modelers face the conceptual challenge of how to implement frequency effects while meeting other modeling goals such as inducing grammatical and lexical regularities.
Our own investigation into frequency effects in multiword utterances is broadly inspired by emergentist approaches, and a specific computational model, ADIOS (Automatic DIstillation Of Structure; Solan, Horn, Ruppin, and Edelman 2005) . A goal in designing AIDOS was to develop an unsupervised learning algorithm that could induce grammar from raw text. Collocations are inherently important for grammar in ADIOS, as the algorithm learns to represent not just the classical phrase structure constituents of grammars, but also the full range of multiword expressions, including those that show partial or complete productivity.
The method that ADIOS uses to induce grammatical structures from raw text is to search for recurring sequences of words. It can work on linguistic input of any size and quality, including short phrases such as found in children's speech or adults' speech to children. Given an input sequence, the algorithm scans its current corpus of utterances, seeking stored phrases that share a contiguous sequence of lexical items. For instance, the test sequence I saw the news today may pull out from the corpus the utterances the news is good and I read the news online these days, all aligned on the shared subsequence the news. If this shared subsequence represents a statistically significant collocation, it becomes unitized as a collocation.
To learn a grammar that can generate novel utterances rather than merely extracting regularities, the criterion that governs matching in ADIOS is relaxed to allow a local mismatch in the shared subsequence. By allowing local mismatches, the phrases I heard the big news and I heard the latest news would match. Allowing two phrases to match even if they diverge in part of the sequence means that units (lexical items or collocations) occupying the corresponding slots in the aligned phrases will be interchangeable in the context of the parent collocation. The result is the formation of equivalence classes, which are added to the growing grammar. This procedure is repeated recursively until no new collocations are found. The resulting grammar represents both the sequential order of lexical items and larger collocations.
ADIOS has proven to be effective at grammar induction (see Waterfall, Sandbank, Onnis, and Edelman 2010) , but still unknown is how closely algorithms like AIDOS match behavioral data on frequency effects. It may may be premature at present to model behavioral data because of lack of knowledge about boundary conditions. That is, we don't know when frequency effects stop appearing, but ADIOS suggests some testable possibilities. An interesting aspect of ADIOS for frequency effects in multiword utterances is that a sequence can have low global usage frequency, yet stand out in a circumscribed set of contexts and become entrenched and unitized (Waterfall, Sandbank, Onnis, and Edelman 2010) . In the current study we thus looked for frequency effects using low frequency collocations. ADIOS also predicts that fully compositional sequences are stored, such as the latest news or even the news. We thus also tested whether adjective+noun patterns like her list would show frequency effects. ADIOS assumes that efficiency of processing a sequence is a function of quantity of exposure for individual learners. This encouraged us to test whether speakers with different types of exposure to phrases would be differentially efficient at processing those phrases.
Below we describe two studies that present new evidence for the sensitivity of language users to the variations in frequency in multi-word utterances. Both studies use the same psycholinguistic technique, perceptual identification, a powerful method for measuring strength of representations that has thus far been underused to study processing of multiword utterances.
New types of frequency effects
As noted, it has become common to find frequency effects in a diversity of types of language processing (Arppe et al. 2010 ). Still unclear is whether these findings require embracing the continuous model, as predicted by usage-based hypothesis and emergentist approaches, or whether a frequency threshold approach is sufficient. Arnon and Snider (this volume) have provided evidence against the threshold approach by reporting frequency effects for more than two frequency groupings. For their response latency data, a continuous measure of frequency always had a superior fit than a dichotomous (low/high) measure, a finding consistent with continuous models. We want to push this a step farther by studying more of the frequency spectrum. Continuous models like ADIOS predict frequency effects for low frequency collocations, and even for sequences which are merely legal sequences, but wouldn't be called collocations, like her list, size three, and some cans. The second novel area of inquiry is to find frequency effects as a function of speakers' expertise. Speakers who have more experience with some specific expressions should perform more efficiently in identifying those expressions than speakers with less exposure/use of those word sequences.
The perceptual identification task
In a standard perceptual identification task, a stimulus is briefly displayed on a computer screen, typically for durations of 30 ms to 100, and then masked with a visual noise pattern, which disrupts continued processing (Carr, 1986; Ratcliff and McKoon 1997) . The subjective experience of respondents may be of seeing an unknown word, but with a few practice trials participants feel they can guess and are often correct or close. Exposure durations are usually long enough so that stimuli can be consciously perceived, but short enough that response accuracy is below ceiling. Brief display and masking makes the recognition task difficult. The difficulty is reduced, and recognition enhanced, if participants can easily match the brief, degraded input to a representation in long term memory. The stronger the long term memory representation, the more accurate is identification. Classic phenomena using the perceptual identification task include the word superiority effect, in which observers can more easily identify a word than a nonword (Rumelhart and McClelland 1981) . A variant of the standard task is to display multiple words sequentially (as done in Caldwell-Harris and Morris 2009), but the dependent measure remains the same, which is to identify some or all items in the perceptual display.
2 Frequency effects from collocations, to legal expressions to random word pairs
The growing interest in relating behavioral measures to results of corpus analysis (e.g., Gilquin and Gries 2009) , and the public availability of high quality corpora such as the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA; Davies 2010), opens the door for pycholinguists to draw on a rich source of data about frequency effects in multiword utterances: data from existing experiments which can be reanalyzed by connecting performance data to corpora.
Caldwell-Harris and Morris (2009) identified a temporal illusion produced when observers perform perceptual identification on familiar word combinations. When the word combinations were highly frequent, but presented sequentially in reverse order (i.e., code followed by zip), observers report perceiving the familiar word pair zip code. For exposure durations ranging from 30 to 105 ms. for each word, observers spontaneously reversed word pairs such as fees legal and step next.
Report of words in familiar order persisted even when observers were informed that some words would be presented in reversed order and that it was important to report the order in which words appeared, even if this was not the familiar order. Participants reported that their subjective impression was that a reversed pair such as fees legal had been displayed in its canonical order (legal fees). This impression held up even for experienced observers such as laboratory assistants who were familiar with the words on the stimulus list. We will refer to these as reversal errors, but of course they are errors only from the standpoint that observers are not sensitive to order of word presentation, but are instead reporting the words in their most frequent order.
As discussed further in that paper, this performance could be seen as optimal from a Bayesian perspective, since the prior probability of card credit as an independent two-word display is much lower than the probability of credit card.
The probability of making a reversal error was highest for high frequency collocations (keep track, fan club), next highest for low frequency collocation (machine gun, any clues), and next for adjective+noun combinations (huge church, real skin). Perceiving veridical order was highest for the random word pairs (look fever, puppy hill). The ability to correctly recognize the component words regardless of their order was strongly influenced by the frequency category of the word combination, and only minimally influenced by the frequency of the individual words in the string.
The data set included word pairs across the frequency range, from the highest word pairs in COCA (thank you) to those with low and zero frequency, meaning that this perceptual identification data deservers a deeper analysis. We pursue a more in-depth analysis here and link recognition accuracy to three types of familiarity ratings, and two frequency corpora, Google and COCA, thereby responding to corpus linguists' plea for more work linking up different types of frequency measures with different types of behavioral measures (Arppe et al. 2010; Gilquin and Gries 2009 ).
Description of the stimuli
The inclusion of random word pairs and the merely legal word pairs in the Caldwell-Harris and Morris (2009) data allow us to investigate whether frequency effects exist even for word pairs of absent and low frequency. Because the study was designed and administered from 1997-1999, collocation frequency was determined by a corpus consisting of electronic newsgroup postings used for the HAL project (Hyper Analog to Language, Lund and Burgess 1996; in 1997 Kevin Lund generously gave the authors a list of all word pairs that occurred more than 5 times in the HAL corpus). High-frequency word pairs had a mean frequency of 3700 in the 300 million word corpus, while low frequency pairs had a mean frequency of 20.6. Adjective + noun combinations were selected to be legal combinations but 0 frequency, and thus they did not exist in the HAL corpus, but were constructed to avoid violating semantic constraints, following Pustejovsky's (1995) description of semantic domains. The random word pairs were mainly nounnoun pairs which violated semantic domains, and could not easily be assimilated to an adjective + noun combination, or to any easily identifiable legal syntactic grouping, although considerable variation resulted. Stimuli, corpora frequencies, ratings and recognition accuracy appear in the Appendix.
Intercorrelations between familiarly and frequency
Google frequencies were obtained by placing quotation marks around each word pair. Frequencies ranged from a low of 74 for the random pair weep job to a high of 819,000,000 for the high frequency collocation health care (thank you was a close second in frequency; the high frequency of health care is probably an artifact of the heavy use of this phrase when Google frequencies were collected in July 2007). For COCA, a corpus of 410 million, frequencies ranged from 0 to 77,530 (thank you being the most frequent and health care the 4th most frequent of these word pairs, at 28,620). Log frequency was used in graphs and calculations.
Subjective familiarity ratings for the 160 word pairs were obtained from 22 undergraduates. Raters used a 5-point scale extending from very unfamiliar to very familiar. Raters were additionally given the option of evaluating a phrase as "does not make sense." Phrases so rated were scored as 0, resulting in a familiarity scale ranging from 0 to 5.
The correlation between Google and COCA frequencies was high (r=.93). Correlations obtained separately just on the collocations and legal pairs were still high despite reduced range (r=.80 and r=.84 respectively). The correlation between Google and COCA was the lowest for the random pairs, r=.60, because 31 of the 40 random pairs had frequencies of 0 in COCA.
Place Table 1 here
The correlations between corpus frequencies and familiarity ratings were also high (both r=.88; see top panel of Table 1 ). To better understand how familiarity judgments relate to corpus frequencies, we graphed familiarity ratings as a function of COCA frequencies. As shown in Figure 1 , a floor effect occurred for the random pairs. The dense cluster in the lower left side of graph occurred because 31 of the 40 random pairs were absent from COCA. Many random pairs had ratings near 0 because the majority of raters judged them non-sensical. The graph also shows that some of the legal pairs overlapped with the collocation frequency range, and considerable overlap existed in COCA frequency between the low and high collocations. It was thus decided, for the remaining analyses, to eliminate the low/high frequency division that had been determined using the HAL corpus, and to reclassify four collocations as merely legal combinations. These were the 4 that had the lowest frequency, and which met the criterion of being a legal constituent and lacking a strong idiomatic quality (the 4 word pairs were mind bomb, small fuss, pay rate, sale ends).
Place Figure 1 here
The relationship between familiarity ratings and Google frequencies (not shown) is broadly similar to the relationship between familiarity and COCA frequencies, as would be expected by the overall r=.93 between COCA and Google frequencies. A difference is that the use of Google as the frequency metric produced a scatter plot that, compared to Figure 1 , is more extended for the random pairs. The top panel of Table 1 provides correlations separately for familiarity and the two frequency metrics, for each type of word pair. Familiarity ratings for the random pairs were not related to COCA frequency (r=-.02), but were weakly related (r=.31) to Google frequency. One of the differences between COCA and Google is that all the random pairs had an existence in Google --and apparently not a random existence, ratings correlated with Google frequencies.
It is interesting that familiarity ratings for legal pairs were related to corpus frequencies, although moderately, and indeed, correlations for the legal pairs were similar in magnitude to the correlations for the collocations. The plot in Figure 1 and correlations in Table 1 thus support our first goal, which was to show frequency effects on behavioral responses outside of high frequency correlations. Familiarity ratings correlated with corpus frequencies not just for the cases that would be predicted to do so by most theories, i.e., well-known collocations, but also for adjective+noun pairs which are generally considered compositional (e.g., early change, some cans), and randomly combined word pairs.
The next section analyzes our second behavioral measure, perceptual identification of the word pairs.
Correlations between perceptual identification and frequency/familiarity
Participants' ability to identify the words (perceptual identification or PID task) correlated overall relatively strongly with COCA (r=.58) and Google corpus statistics (r=.61). Obviously because of restricted range, correlations for the word types analyzed separately were weaker, but importantly, for the legal pairs, PID correlated with COCA (r=.33) and Google frequencies (r=.34; see bottom panel in Table 1 ). For random pairs, the highest correlation (r=.39) was with Google frequencies. Lower r values for COCA and familiarity likely resulted from floor effects. As noted above, for familiarity, floor effects occur because raters had the option of circling "doesn't make sense." Future work could explore how sensitive raters are to variations in meaning and familiarity within the category of words which are ostensibly unrelated but which can occur in print adjacent to each other, as demonstrated by above 0 Google frequencies. The finding that probability of perceptual identification for these low frequency and 0-frequency items is related to Google frequencies (and more weakly, to COCA frequencies, see Figure 2 ) is thus particularly impressive.
To graphically depict these frequency effects, Figure 2 plots perceptual identification as a function of COCA log frequency. Word pairs within each category were split into low and high frequency categories for purposes of illustration. The mean of the log frequencies for both low and high are plotted with standard error shown with error bars. This shows that there was considerable overlap at the high end of the random and at low end of the legal pairs in both COCA frequencies and perceptual identification.
Place Figure 2 here
Many of the random pairs are so nonsensical that in Google they mainly occur separated by punctuation or graphical white space (e.g., weep job straddles a period and references the Biblical parable of Job). Some can be assimilated to an adjective noun construction, e.g., belt trade, trick boy, and these had higher Google frequencies and better perceptual identification. Future work will need to determine whether frequency effects for random pairs reduce to a difference between two types of random pairs: those that can and can't be readily assimilated to a grammatical pattern.
Frequent recitation of prayers creates 'tracks in the mind'
Above we tested the usage-based hypothesis and emergentist accounts by demonstrating frequency effects for word pairs across the frequency continuum, from high frequency collocations, to low frequency collocations, to merely legal combinations, to random word pairs. Another prediction of the usage-based model is that language users who have more experience with specific linguistic stimuli will have more efficient processing of those stimuli. Psycholinguists have not measured individual differences in stimulus expertise as routinely as have cognitive neuroscientists who have shown, for example, how expertise with specific objects influences brain organization (Bukach, Gauthier and Tarr 2006) . One challenge is identifying speakers who reliable differ in their language experience. Language researchers have examined variation in exposure to language by comparing native vs. second language learners (e.g., Ellis and Simpson-Vlach 2009; Gilquin and Gries 2009). Studying second language learners is certainly a good way to identify groups with more vs. less usage, but many aspects of language use are altered for non-native speakers in addition to reduced usage. It would thus be ideal to find groups who reliably vary primarily in their usage of specific expressions. An example of prior work which did this in a compelling manner is Stadthagen-Gonzalez, Bowers, and Damian (2004), who used professional expertise to detangle frequency effects from age-of-acquisition effects, arguing that acquisition age would presumably be similar for a word like cognition for both chemists and psychologists, but only high frequency for the psychologists.
Individual differences in prayer habits
Our interest in collocations and routinized patterns suggested that phrases from religious rituals would have different patterns of use across groups with different prayer habits. Observant Orthodox Jews are required to recite three prayers every day.
The linguistic sequences in these daily prayers would presumably be quite entrenched, compared to weekly and annual prayers. By comparing Orthodox Jews to secular Jews (and also directly inquiring about prayer recitation practices) one would have two groups with different usage patterns.
Studying Jewish prayers is a particularly fertile area because daily, weekly and annual prayers exist. We studied phrases from weekly and annual prayers, with the proviso that using such phrases is highly exploratory. Frequency may not be the most important factor for entrenchment because some prayers may have greater emotional resonances than other prayers. Weekly prayers recited on Saturdays are longer than daily prayers and occur with a different service. The annual prayers recited over the High Holy Days are further prolonged and the services carry a higher emotional charge than do services accompanying the daily and weekly prayers.
Given that one third to one-half of the Jewish population in Israel is secular, nonreligious Israelis could readily be recruited as a comparison group. Secular people generally do not recite the daily or weekly prayers, but many do attend the annual services during the High Holy Days.
Method
Participants self-identified as religious (N=32, 19 females and 13 males) or secular (N=19, 11 females and 8 males). Each participant completed a questionnaire detailing praying habits (frequency of praying and whether in private or at synagogue). We additionally measured participants' knowledge of Jewish prayer texts using a phrase completion test. This test consisted of 17 phrases taken from various Jewish prayers. For examle, the phrase barux shem k'vod ____ would be finished with Malchuto L'olam Va'ed (meaning of whole phrase: Blessed is the name of his glorious kingdom for all eternity). Phrases that were left blank or were completely wrong received 0 points, one point was given for partial completion, and two points were given for perfect completion of the phrase.
Materials for the perceptual identification task were six types of phrases which were selected to have comparable semantic and syntactic complexity (see Table 2 ). Religious phrases were categorized according to frequency of recitation (daily, weekly, and annual). Nonreligious phrases were selected to be either common or rare. The common phrases were drawn from Israeli culture and included political slogans, names of famous TV shows, and popular songs. The rare phrases were selected from modern Hebrew literature and poetry. Google counts confirmed that the phrases in the rare group were substantially less common than phrases in the common group (mean log frequency of rare phrases = 1.6, common phrases = 4.6; p<0.0001). The sixth group was constructed out of words that appear separately from each other in Jewish prayers and do not form cohesive phrases when mixed. Each phrase group comprised eleven 2-word phrases and four 3-word phrases. The length in characters of phrases was similar across all categories (mean=12.1, std=0.55).
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To avoid floor and ceiling effects in the perceptual identification task, exposure durations were set individually for each participant, based on performance in practice trials, with the average exposure duration for two-word phrases 71 ms and for three-word phrases, 90 ms. In order to obtain as much information as possible about participant's perception of the stimuli, we scored their accuracy on a 3 point scale for no words correctly reported, partial correct report of the phrase (at least one word correct), and complete report of the target phrase.
Results and Discussion
Compared to the secular group, religious participants were more accurate on the religious phrases and showed stronger frequency effects. This was confirmed via ANOVA with religious group and stimulus frequency as between-subject and within-subject predictors. Main effects were obtained in the expected directions for religious group, F(1,47) =15.5, p<0.001, and frequency F(2,96)=33.7, p<0.0001) . The two groups did not differ in their accuracy for the common and rare secular phrases, F < 1, but both groups showed frequency effects, F(1,48)=470.7, p<0.0001 (see Figure 4) . Additional exploratory analyses, including analyses of gender effects, phrase completion scores, and self-reported prayers habits, are reported separately (Berant, Caldwell-Harris and Edelman 2008) .
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As noted above, phrases from daily prayers had higher accuracy than phrases selected from weekly and annual prayers, and these frequency effects were stronger in religious participants. What had not been predicted is that non-religious participants were also affected by the frequency of phrases, but in an attenuated and different manner, as indicated statistically by the group X frequency interaction, F(2,96)=5.5, p<0.01. For secular participants, accuracy was highest for the daily and annual prayers, and lowest for the weekly prayers (illustrated in Figure 3 ). It is possible that the weekly phrases were unintentionally more difficult than the daily and annual phrases. The explanation we favor is that annual phrases were more entrenched than would be expected by a once-yearly recitation, because of their high emotional charge. This can explain the relatively good accuracy for the annual prayers shown by religious participants but is probably especially true for the secular participants. Secular participants may attend synagogue during the annual High Holy Days, an occasion that is memorable.
Place Figure 3 here
This study of perceptual identification of phrases from Jewish prayers directly supports the usage-based model of human language. Individuals who have greater experience with specific linguistic expressions had greater accuracy at reading the briefly displayed phrases, consistent with the predictions from ADIOS that frequently encountered sequences lay down 'tracks in the mind.' 4 General Discussion
New evidence for the pervasiveness of frequency effects
The analysis of word pair data demonstrated frequency effects not just for high frequency common word combinations, but for low frequency collocations, and for word pairs which are merely legal combinations (some cans). Frequency effects were found even among two word sequences that had been randomly put together and had zero frequency in COCA. This finding thus moves beyond the results of Arnon and Snider (2010) who found that response latencies varied continuously across a range of low and high frequency collocations (four-word sequences). However, the low frequency stimuli in Arnon and Snider's study had a minimum occurrence of 1 per million and extended to 9 per million. Our legal pairs averaged .35 per million, and our random pairs had an average frequency of .003 per million, occurring on average only 1.3 times in the 410 million word COCA. Models which propose that statistics are maintained or exemplars stored only for sequences with some minimum frequency will find it difficult to account for these frequency effects.
The goal in our study of processing of Jewish prayer phrases was to determine if individual differences in verbal expressions reliably led to processing differences, as predicted by the usage-based hypothesis and emergentist models like ADIOS (Solan et al. 2005) .
Religious Jews had better identification of phrases from daily prayers than for weekly or annual prayers. Compared to religious Jews, secular Jews had overall poorer identification of the religious phrases and showed only weak frequency effects. This is strong support for the usage-based hypothesis. We hope these results encourage other researchers to undertake individual differences research.
Why are language users sensitive to the frequency of word sequences?
Strong and diverse effects of frequency were found across these two studies. Why does the brain keep track of these statistics? Are frequency statistics useful for a real task in comprehension or in production, or are they a by-product of something else?
Humans plausibly have statistical information about the frequencies of word combinations because they store exemplars. Storing exemplars aids both acquisition and processing. As experience with the ADIOS algorithm shows, statistics about word sequences are essential to the ability to infer grammatical structure (Solan et al. 2005) . Moreover, processing benefits are likely to result when people can rely on stored constructions (e.g., Lewis and Vasishth 2005) , especially for highly proficient language users. Storing common phrases allows listeners to anticipate upcoming words, allowing the use of top-down expectations to clean up a noisy speech signal or infer the completion of a sentence when only the first part has been received. More generally, storing frequency-weighted exemplars helps in predicting the world, a crucial information processing strategy that language processing shares with much of the rest of cognition (Edelman 2010 ).
How are word pairs stored?
One can imagine a phrasal level of representation in which top-down activation from the phrasal level explains why collocation status strongly influenced accuracy of word identification. This could be analogous to the word superiority effect, in which orthographic regularities in an individual word facilitate letter recognition (e.g., McClelland and Rumelhart 1981) . Top-down and bottom-up interactive-activation and competition could explain how collocation frequency aids recognition of words which are rapidly sequentially displayed. In the case of word pairs, statistical regularities between word pairs could boost recognition of the individual words.
Algorithms like ADIOS (Solan et al. 2005 ) augment the interactive activation account by specifying a computational procedure whereby an initially flat representation of utterances as strings of words becomes hierarchical with experience, with collocations being assigned their own units.
Many psycholinguists propose that regularity and entrenchment in language is a matter of degree (McClelland 2002; Seidenberg and McClelland 1989) . A continuum of unitization may exist, with fully fused word pairs like blackboard at the one extreme end, middle name and last chance occupying an intermediate position and rare and novel combinations at the non-entrenched end of the continuum (Harris 1998; Wray 2002) . In computational modeling, gradedness is a more revolutionary concept, and indeed many models implement unitization.
The original interactive activation model (McClelland and Rumelhart 1981) assumed unitization, and ADIOS also currently assumes unitization. This may change as modelers grapple with and surmount the computational challenges of implementing gradedness.
Converging corpora and behavioral data
In the current paper we answered the plea of Arppe et al. (2010) and Gilquin and Gries (2009) for converging data, including relating different frequency measures to each other. The study of word pairs compared two behavioral measures (familiarity and perceptual identification) and employed two frequency corpora, COCA and Google. Very high correlations were obtained between COCA and Google. It is noteworthy that the correlation between COCA and Google was high even for sequences which are not typically considered multiword utterances, the legal pairs, (r=.84), and was at least moderate for random pairs (r=.60). This indicates that these word pairs have reliable frequency statistics in the world of printed materials. The correlations between corpora frequencies and familiarity ratings were also strong, especially when calculated across the frequency range (e.g., r=.87 for all 160 items). This extends to two-word pairs the observation of Balota, Pilotti and Cortese (2001) that native speakers can reliably estimate words' relative frequencies.
Why is familiarity a better fit to corpora frequencies than perceptual identification? Corpora frequencies and subjective familiarity performed similarly in predicting the perceptual data from the fast pairs paradigm described above. However, perceptual identification had smaller correlations with objective frequency than did subjective familiarity. We speculate that familiarity ratings emerge from a process that normally has sufficient time to settle into a stable state, while perceptual phenomena are influenced by more random variables, such as attention and momentary physiological factors. Future work on processing of merely legal word pairs such as her list and barely legal items such as edit center can determine why frequency effects occur for these items. The goal of the current analysis was to determine the extent of frequency effects, and the data set was not constructed to test a range of causal factors. Items in the random group such as butter ace and cast bark received below zero familiarity ratings, meaning more than half of raters judged them to make no sense. These items were absent in COCA, had low frequency in Google, and also had poor recognition on the perceptual identification task. Consider random pairs with above zero familiarity ratings such as work use and edit center. These appear easily assimalable to an adjective-noun category, and also had higher corpus frequencies and perceptual identification scores than other random pairs. Being assimilable to an adjective-noun category could cause raters to avoid using the "doesn't make sense" label. But why are corpus frequencies higher for these items? Systematic analysis of contexts across a large set of items is required to determine if these mostly appear as adjective+noun pairs, of if they are appearing in other syntactic contexts, e.g., from Google, How to edit Center Ring.
Does merely appearing in contiguous order influence mental entrenchment, even if the word pair is not a constituent? For example, a random pair like city away is not assimilable to any syntactic constituent, but gains its occurrences in corpora in sequences like Flood of Complaints Washes Tent City Away (from Google). Are raters reliably sensitive to the semantic features in city such as geographical location which match features in the adverb away? We speculate that that off-line rating may be more sensitive to semantic feature match, while the ability to perceive a phrase under degraded conditions is more sensitive to prior experience of contiguity. Barlow 1990 ) was a better predictor of native-speakers' judgments of multiword expressions. For polysemous words, concrete senses (e.g., the "hand over" sense of give) are the most salient to raters, but phraseological uses (give me a smile) are most frequent in the corpora (Arppe et al 2009) . Langacker (1987) has noted that accruement of semantics beyond compositionality is a pervasive feature of language and occurs at every unit of analysis, from the morphological level (e.g., the common referent of stapler is not an object that staples but a specific instrument with recognizable shape) to the sentential level (e.g., She felt the baby kick typically refers to a pregnant woman feeling the kick of a fetus). It does intuitively seem that additional semantic coherence accrues to many commonly occurring multi-word utterances, a phenomenon discussed by Arnon and Snider (2010; see also Snider and Arnon, this volume) .
When native speakers rate the familiarity of common word combinations, they may be influenced by emotional resonances of the overall meaning of the words, leading them to rate emotional phrases such as child abuse and caring words as more familiar than objectively more frequent phrases such as rather than. The current corpus of 160 word pairs contained collocations such as death bed, face value and upper hand which contain an idiomatic quality. That is, the specific meaning of the combination is not fully predictable from component words, or at least the word pair identifies referents beyond what would be inferred on an adjective+noun analysis (e.g., gold medal is a specific type of award, not just a medal that is gold; black hole is not just a hole that is black). While semantic coherence was not a requirement for selection in the current corpus, most of the collocations in the word pair study are either idiomatic or have specific culturally acknowledged referents, while most of the legal pairs lacked this: compare the legal pair blue wall to the collocation green light. It is possible that this extra referentiality of the collocations and/or extra emotionality provides them with a recognition boost (see higher slope for collocations in Figure  2) .
The data from the Jewish prayers study also contained tantalizing hints that multiple factors influence entrenchment, in addition to frequency. Secular Jews recognized annual phrases with the same accuracy as daily phrases, with weekly prayers having lower accuracy. We speculate that daily prayers benefit from being commonly known because they are supposed to be recited daily, and secular Jews may are aware of them as part of being familiar with Jewish cultural knowledge. But annual prayers benefit from the emotional charge of the High Holy Days. Future work on within-speaker variation in mental entrenchment can investigate whether "tracks in the mind" are mainly influenced by amount of exposure vs. personal emotional response to the stimuli. Figure 1 . The relationship between students' familiarity ratings of the 160 word pairs, and the pairs' frequencies in COCA (Davis 2010), with collocations grouped according to low and high frequency collocations as defined by the HAL corpus (Lund and Burgess 1996) . 
